Examples of Hackathons in New York City (these are but a few…)

**DuckDuckGo Quack & Hack NYC - April 4**
Help beat billion-dollar giants by improving DuckDuckGo search results through open source, "Instant Answers." In 4 hours, we'll eat, learn, and code up some awesome Instant Answers like [this](http://duckduckgo.ticketleap.com/quackhacknyc/).

**HackPrinceton 2015 - April 11**
From April 11-12, over 600 students from across the nation will convene at Princeton for our 24-hour hardware and software hackathon. We're currently looking for hardware and software experts to serve as mentors for our hackers. This is a great opportunity to see technology through the eyes of a college student, discover what products college students believe there is a market for, and talk with many of the nation’s leading student developers. If interested, contact hys (at) princeton (dot) edu. [https://hackprinceton.com/](https://hackprinceton.com/)

**TechCrunch Disrupt NY – Hackathon May 2-3, Conference May 4-6**
The #1 reason why our attendees return to Disrupt year after year is simple: the quality of people and the unparalleled networking. Our distinguished list of speakers draw thousands of tech influencers from wide-ranging industries and countries to one place. Startups, professionals, investors, students, and anyone interested in the global tech scene make connections that matter at Disrupt. Now you can save $1,000 but prices go up on April 11 – get your tickets today!

Students enrolled in a university-level program are eligible for our student rate of $300. Find more information here: [http://tcrn.ch/1HhEwTb](http://tcrn.ch/1HhEwTb)

---

**Bloomberg**
**CodeCon Coding Competition**

---

**Intel**
**Intel IoT Hackathon**
**Hackster.io Hardware/IoT Hackathon**

---

**NASA**
**Space Apps Challenge**